Our understanding of the meaning of the Mithraic Mysteries has evolved over time. Today, in the world of Quantum Physics and Membrane Theory for the origins and explanation of the Multiverse, the figure of Mithras takes on new significance.

Mithras!

Your name on the winds of ages
Conjures Legions of Grizzled Soldiers
United in your twilight grottos,
Rivals to the Galilean’s Fishermen.

But is this true?

Your name,
Perhaps plucked from a Persian Pen,
concealed your true nature from us
for centuries upon centuries.

Anselm,
Hierophant of both Rose and Cross
received a sliver of light from
the ancient Torches
concealed within your Caves:

“That than which Nothing Greater can be Conceived”
he called you,
whom ancient adepts knew
as the One above all Fate,
All Gods and Goddesses,
All the Spheres and Heavens.
The One who turns
the very globe of the Heavens
and more beyond,
the goal of Thrice Great Hermes and his kin.

But rival to the Essene Master, the Repairer
and Restorer?
Nothing could be further from the Truth.

You taught us not to settle for any but the Source of All,
Communion with the One,

whose Icon wise Nefertiti and Akhenaten
revealed to us
in the blazing sun,
Your twin and symbol, and our true nature.

While Mary’s son, the self same Source as you,
Unconquered Sun,
came to walk among us,
manifesting how to live, and love, and be transfigured,
nothing here below that is not Divine in essence,
awakening to full transcendence in the One.

Two thousand years have passed since those times,
and the ages turn again, from Pisces to the Water Bearer.
In this time when our world and universe
are known to ride the cosmic waves
on vibrating membranes, part of a vast expanding Multiverse,
we need you both, Mithras-spirit and Christ-spirit,
and Isis too, Divine Sophia:
Sun, Word, and Mother Wisdom,
Compassion of the Buddha:
The totally beyond and the totally here, within,
in all the forms you manifest throughout the world.

Lead us in love, compassion, and transfiguration,
Unite us in the Marriage of the Heart:
Lead us to realization in the One.